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The latest addition to the best-selling Words Are CATegorical(tm) series, this fun-filled guide uses

playful puns and humorous illustrations to creatively clarify the concept of pronouns. Key pronouns

appear in color for easy identification to show, not tell, readers what pronouns are all about.
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These books are so good at helping kids learn the parts of speech. They give so many clear

examples of sentences, with the specific part of speech in a different color so everyone will notice it.

I used these in a classroom during english class and they all loved it. A+ to this book!

Clear and concise, with a lot of tongue in cheek fun thrown in, this book is excellent for teaching

what a pronoun is and categorizing pronouns. A wonderful resource for the classroom and home

library.

I stumbled upon these for my 3rd graders! They love them too! I sometimes begin a lesson by

reading aloud and then they are left out for reference for the the students to look at! They are used

all the time!

Have you noticed that many, otherwise well educated, Americans do not know the correct way to



use the pronouns I (subjective case) and me (objective case)? Correct usage of pronouns begins at

home! This book promotes understanding of pronouns.

I purchased this book for my daughter who has a great love for reading and writing. She loved it so

much that I am going to look into others in this series. Very fun, clever books for conveying concepts

in grammar. Wish I would have had these when I was her age. :)

This whole series of books is absolutely wonderful. Don't hesitate to acquire these fun and funny

books. My daughter has dragged them out time and time again. She loves the rhymes and they truly

taught her about grammar in the process. She's twelve years old now, and has been reading these

books about five years. She now uses them as reference books and I will keep them forever. My

grandkids will enjoy them, too!

Who thought learning parts of speech could be fun? My 6 yo loves this set of grammar fact books-

not boring, and she gets a fun story to explain the different parts (pronouns)- other books include

adverbs, nouns, verbs, etc.I highly recommend these books!

Brian P. Cleary has a great way of introducing and explaining pronouns to children in this book! My

students have enjoyed all his books that he has written about the different parts of speech, and I

have purchased everyone that he has written! He has made a boring subject entertaining and

educational.
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